The key issue in a reliable overset method is the data interpolation between grids. High-order polynomial-based methods naturally allow for higher-order interpolation and improved accuracy over finite volume methods; nevertheless, direct pointwise interpolation is not generally conservative. An additional problem associated specifically with moving overset grids is the problem of 'un-blanking' elements in the domain which are uncovered as boundaries move. The standard approach -direct point-to-point interpolation -is not generally conservative, so a more creative method is required.
I. Introduction
The overset-grid approach has long been used in CFD for cases which involve several distinct bodies within the domain of interest. Traditional mesh generation in this case requires a great deal of effort to yield a suitable mesh for computation. Further adding to the difficulty is when the bodies are in relative motion, requiring some form of mesh deformation or mesh regeneration at each time step. The overset approach side-steps these issues by generating a separate mesh around each body then using hole-cutting and data transfer between grids to create the full domain. This approach has enabled the accurate simulation of complex problems of engineering interest, including entire rotorcraft configurations with relative motion between one or more rotors and a fixed fuselage, as the U.S. Army's Helios software has been designed to analyze.
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A key advantage of Helios' approach to overset CFD is the integration of multiple solvers to solve a single problem: an unstructured near-body solver to allow for easier mesh generation around each body, and a highorder Cartesian off-body solver with Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) for speed and simplicity. The solvers interface with each other through PUNDIT, a flexible domain connectivity and communication module.
2 The near-body solvers currently implemented within Helios are typically 2nd or 3rd order accurate, and utilize only linear (2nd-order) interpolation between grids. For the best possible performance and accuracy, however, a higher-order near-body solver is highly desired, with correspondingly high-order overset interpolation. As shown by Wissink 3 and by Nastase et al, 4 without both a high-order near body solver and high-order overset interpolation, vortical structures and other flow features incur high amounts of diffusion before (or while) as a practical implementation of conservative volume interpolation between grids. Present studies show that when this conservative unblanking is combined with the AB method, the combined moving-grid overset method introduces only moderate error compared to the use of a single, static grid, and the error convergence rate follows that of a single grid.
II. Review of Flux Reconstruction in 1D
Before diving into the details of the overset methods being studied, a brief review of the FR framework upon which those methods are built is required. More detailed explanations may be found in prior work.
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As a representative test equation, consider the scalar conservation law
in some periodic domain Ω, where u is the conserved scalar quantity, f = f (u) is some (potentially non-linear) flux function, and x and t are physical space and time coordinates, respectively. The domain Ω is partitioned into N distinct elements such that Ω = ∪ N j=1 Ω j , with Ω j = {x|x j < x < x j+1 } and element widths defined as h j = x j+1 − x j . To simplify all computations, an isoparametric mapping is introduced to map all elements from physical space x ∈ [x j , x j+1 ] to a standard element in 'reference' or 'parent' space r ∈ [−1, 1]:
x(r) = 1 − r 2
The transformed semi-discrete governing equation in Ω j for element j is
where it should be noted that u δ j and f δ j represent quantities which have been transformed to the reference domain, u δ j (r, t) = Jû δ j (x, t) and f δ j (r, t) = Jf δ j (x, t). J j is the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation, J j = hj 2 . The solution, u δ , is approximated in each element of the domain with a P th -order Lagrange polynomial:
where u δ j,p are the nodal values at the P + 1 solution points within each element (typically either the GaussLegendre or Gauss-Lobatto points), and l p are the corresponding Lagrange polynomials. The piecewise sum of these discontinuous polynomials represents the full numerical approximation of the solution. The discontinuous flux, f δD , is similarly approximated:
Since C 0 continuity of the flux between elements is required for conservation of the numerical scheme, a P + 1 th -order (or greater) correction term is added to the discontinuous flux to create a C 0 continuous polynomial, f δ , across the domain. The heart of the FR method lies in how this corrected flux is constructed, which is described next.
To begin creating a continuous flux polynomial, first a common interface flux is defined between all elements using the extrapolated discontinuous values as
where F (u L , u R ) is a suitable flux function, such as an upwind or central flux. Each discontinuous flux polynomial is corrected to pass through this common interface value by using correction functions. For a single element, the flux correction is defined as
where g L and g R are symmetric correction functions of (typically) order P + 1. The fully corrected flux polynomial in element j is simply the combination of the two fluxes,
which, due to the definition of the correction functions and flux correction, ensures that the final continuous flux polynomial takes the interface flux values at the boundaries, but may differ from the original discontinuous values in the interior of each element. With this polynomial representation of the corrected flux, the divergence can easily be calculated and used to advance the solution in time with a suitable time-integration method. In vector form, the full semi-discrete update equation for a single element can be expressed as
where d δ dt denotes the chosen time-derivative approximation, D j is the discrete differentiation matrix for the Lagrange basis in the element, and g L,r and g R,r are the vectors of correction-function derivative values at the solution points.
III. Artificial Boundary (AB) Methods
The starting point for the present studies is the Artificial Boundary (AB) method, previously developed by Galbraith for DG. 6 In the AB method, all data transfer between overset grids occurs at interfaces tagged as overset boundaries. In this way, each overset grid in an AB system is essentially a self-contained grid with modified boundary conditions; this is in contrast to traditional overset methods, which rely on volume interpolation to the interiors of each domain. Not only does this simplify its implementation in a solver, it also is much less expensive than volume interpolation, particularly for higher-order methods. This is because volume interpolation for these methods requires interpolation to all of the interior solution points of an element, whereas the AB approach requires interpolation only to the flux points on a face of an element. For a nominally 3 rd -order scheme in 2D or 3D, this cuts the amount of overset connectivity processing and data transfer by a factor of 3; for a 4 th -order scheme, a factor of 4; etc. Further, the AB method requires less overlap between grids, meaning more elements -computational work -can be removed from each grid in the overset system, reducing its computing cost. The details of the AB method, including connectivity processing and inter-grid communication techniques, will be described in the following section.
A. Artificial Boundary Connectivity
The artificial boundaries at which the communication occurs must either be pre-defined as boundary conditions, or generated on the fly at run time using implicit hole cutting. The process for artificial-boundary creation is nearly identical to the traditional overset connectivity process which determines hole, receptor, and donor nodes or cells. In this case, however, rather than specifying receptor nodes or cells, fringe or hole cells are tagged and removed, and the resultant faces are tagged as artificial boundary (overset) faces.
The process starts with the definition of hole-and fringe-cutting boundaries, as shown in Figure 1 . Holecutting boundaries are typically defined by solid wall boundary conditions, and fringe-cutting boundaries are pre-defined overset boundaries, or other farfield-type boundaries which overlap another grid. Using a fast graph-based search algorithm along with bounding-box and point-containment checks, all points lying within cutting surfaces can be tagged as either hole or fringe nodes, respectively. All elements with a hole node are tagged as hole cells, and all elements consisting entirely of fringe cells may be tagged as either normal or hole cells, depending on which grid has the higher resolution (smaller element volumes). After removing all hole cells from the domain, all interfaces shared by both a hole cell and a normal cell are tagged as overset faces. The AB blanking process is described in more detail by Galbraith, 6 and the related, but more traditional frige-and hole-tagging process is described in a paper on the overset-domain connectivity module, PUNDIT. Because we are dealing with high-order finite element-style methods, there may be many flux points on each artificial boundary face to which data must be interpolated, as shown schematically in 2D in Figure  2 . The points must each be matched to a donor cell from another grid -more specifically, to a referencedomain location within that cell. Given the list of physical positions of every overset flux point, this is performed using the same geomertric search algorithms as before, but with the added step of finding the reference location for each point in addition to the donor cell. The reference coordinates for each point are determined from their physical coordinates by using the Newton-Raphson method on the reference-tophysical isoparametric shape mapping functions; this is necessary when using high-order (nonlinear) shape functions for curved elements. 
Solution Points

B. Previous AB Method: Solution Interpolation
For the previously developed AB method for DG, at each overset-face flux point, the common interface flux required by the scheme is defined as the Riemann solve between the known 'left' state and an interpolated 'right' state. The method utilized by Galbraith was to simply interpolate the solution from the opposing grid directly to the flux points on the overset face; the method is shown for a 1D case in Figure 3 . This results in an overset method with relatively small mass errors, and conservation errors which decrease at the same order as the numerical scheme. However, due to the flux not being identical between the grids at the boundaries, conservation errors do still exist in a measurable amount. Using ideas from the FR method, however, these errors can be nearly eliminated in some cases with a relatively simple modification. 
C. New AB Method: Flux Interpolation
Instead of interpolating the discontinuous solution to the overset face, the new method we propose is to interpolate the corrected flux to the overset face. This flux value cannot in general be directly used on the overset boundary, however, as some upwinding must be applied to maintain the stability of the scheme, particularly in the case of grids in relative motion. Instead, two methods have been employed to use the information from the corrected flux as much as possible while retaining stability, shown schematically in 1D in Figure 4 . In the first method, a solution value is back-calculated from the (face-normal) flux value and used in the Riemann solve as usual. Since the flux between the two grids is nearly identical (under certain conditions, completely identical), conservation errors due to mass transfer between grids are nearly eliminated. In the second method, the corrected flux is transfered as a normal interface flux on the donor grid, then based on the local flow direction, the donor element decides whether the 'left' (interior) or 'right' (exterior) side of the overset face is in the upwind direction and takes the flux in that direction, either the interpolated corrected flux from the opposing grid or the extrapolated flux from within the element. The only caveat to this new flux-based procedure is that additional overlap between the grids is required in order to obtain the corrected flux on the donor grid, since the donor element must have a complete set of neighbors to complete the FR correction procedure and generate a corrected-flux polynomial before interpolating to the flux points on the overset face. However, even with additional overlap constraints, the scheme still results in a fairly compact scheme, as the grids only need to be fully overlapped by one cell everywhere -less than would be required for volume interpolation to avoid orphan points.
In 1D, the corrected flux polynomial requires only the left and right interface flux values, so that the P +1-order correction functions can be added to the discontinuous flux polynomial in the element. Although in the typical implementation of the FR method the corrected flux is never directly computed (only its gradient at the solution points is ever calculated), it has a unique definition throughout the entire element, meaning that at any point a value for the corrected flux may be obtained. In 2D tensor-product elements, however, the full corrected flux polynomial does not have a similarly clear definition. All corrections in 2D occur along 1D lines of points, so that while one component (ξ or η) of the corrected flux is fully defined along each line, the corrected flux in between from these lines -or in another direction -is not specifically defined. However, using a tensor product of the solution and correction basis polynomials, it is easy to define a form for the corrected flux which is consistent with its definition along each tensor-product line in the element. We will be defining the full 2D corrected flux polynomials for tensor-product (quadrilateral) elements as follows:
where we are using f Lagrange polynomial of order P defined at the usual Gauss-Legendre points. It is easy to see that these definitions of the corrected flux yield the correct divergence value at each solution point in the element, and exactly recover the simple 1D form along each tensor-product line. Lastly, since the corrected flux must be calculated from reference-space quantities but physical-space quantities are necessary for the eventual Riemann solve, the standard isoparametric mapping is used to transform the corrected flux vector from reference coordinates back to physical coordinates. 
IV. Local-Galerkin Unblanking
An additional problem associated with moving overset grids is the problem of 'un-blanking' elements in the domain which are uncovered as boundaries move. A simple example shown in Figure 5 is of an element in a fixed Cartesian grid which is inside a hole-cutting boundary at one time, but is outside the boundary at a later time as the second mesh moves with respect to the background grid. A standard finite-volume approach would be to use linear interpolation to initialize the new element from the overlapping grid(s). This approach does not guarantee conservation of the solution between the two times, however, and the same applies to high-order methods using higher-order interpolation. 
A. Local-Galerkin Projection
An alternative method which guarantees integral conservation between the two grids is the use of a Galerkin projection. Let Ω denote the domain of intersection between two overset grids, q T and q D denote a variable of interest on the target and donor grids respectively, φ
D denote basis functions on the two grids, and N T and N D denote the number of basis functions on each grid. The Galerkin projection is based upon the optimal L 2 projection of the donor function onto the target grid:
from which the weak equality of the variable over the overlap domain follows:
For the finite-element or FR representation of the solution, we can expand the function over each domain as
so the weak equality becomes
This can be rewritten as a matrix equation:
where
and
M T is a symmetric mass matrix, while M T D is a mixed mass matrix between the two grids. Once M T D is integrated, the right-hand side of Eq. 17 forms a known vector such that q T can easily be solved for using a linear solver. In the case of FR with a tensor-product Lagrange basis in each element, the left-hand mass matrix M T is also positive definite and has a Cholesky factorization. In the case that q is a vector of fields rather than a scalar, the Cholesky factors can be stored and used to easily solve for q T for each field individually.
The implementation of this projection, however, involves the integration of discontinuous piecewise polynomials from the donor grid over arbitrary intersections with elements from the target grid. A simple pointwise projection of the donor solution to each target element would not properly represent the solution on the donor grid, as the combined representation of the donor solution over each target element is the union of one or more piecewise polynomials. Since quadrature formulas are only exact for continuous polynomials, simply increasing the number of quadrature points in the target element would not integrate the mass matrices exactly. To solve this issue, Farrell introduced the concept of the local supermesh. 7 The idea is to create a 'supermesh' of simplex elements in the intersection of each target cell and all donor cells which overlap it. The union of all the simplex elements of each supermesh is the target cell itself, and each simplex belongs to one and only one donor cell. Since DG and FR use polynomials to represent the solution in each element, each supermesh simplex can use numerical quadrature of sufficient order to exactly integrate polynomials from the target or donor element over its domain. The supermesh equivalent to equation (17) for a single target element becomes: (20) where N S is the number of simplices in the supermesh of the target and donor elements, and the domain of integration for the mixed mass-matrix terms M (m) T Dij is over the mth simplex element instead of over the whole target cell.
B. Supermesh Construction
As described by Farrell, the supermesh construction is easily accomplished for linear elements in all dimensions by using the Sutherland-Hodgman polygon-clipping algorithm.
7 For this application of the clipping algorithm, the faces of the target cell are used as the clipping planes for all donor cells, resulting in a set of simplices which each have one (and only one) donor-element 'parent'. A simple 2D supermesh example is shown in Figure 6 for one target quadrilateral and four donor quadrilaterals; the first two steps of the procedure are shown in Figure 7 . For 3D the clipping algorithm is applied in the same manner, except with clipping planes rather than clipping lines. Every element is subdivided into tetrahedrons instead of triangles, and all five possible scenarios for the clipping of a tetrahedron with a plane can easily be implemented numerically. For both triangles and tetrahedra, the integration is being performed using the high-order positive, symmetric quadrature rules developed by Zhang. (a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 : Example of two steps of the local supermesh construction procedure using the Sutherland-Hodgman clipping algorithm. The red dots denote element nodes which must be removed, and the blue dots represent the intersection points of the clipping plane with the edges to be cut.
C. LGP Testing
To verify that the LGP procedure has been implemented properly and performs as advertised, testing has been performed in 2D on two representative scalar test functions: a smooth Gaussian bump (21a), and a circular step of radius 3 (21b). A 63x63 element Cartesian grid is used as the initial grid upon which the field is initialized. The field is then interpolated through series of 9 additional structured and unstructured quadrilateral grids, varying in size from 1967 to 5214 elements, ending back at the original structured grid. The reference integral value used for error calculation purposes is the integral value obtained on the initial grid. The LGP vs. direct interpolation (collocation projection) comparison is performed for polynomial orders P = 1 to P = 4, and specifically for the LGP method, quadrature orders from 2 to 10 are used. Figure 8 shows the results of the test on both functions, after both 1 and 10 grid interpolations. For nearly all polynomial orders, LGP outperforms direct interpolation for all reasonable quadrature orders. (a) One interpolation, function f 1 (bump). (c) 10 interpolations, function f 1 (bump). 
V. Time-Dependent Transformations
In order to handle the motion of the grids from the solver's standpoint, we are using the Liang-Miyaji (L-M) chain-rule formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations, 12 where the grid velocities are introduced as part of a space-time coordinate transformation, rather than as an explicit term added to all inviscid flux calculations as in the more typcial Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. In contrast to the ALE method for moving grids, the newer L-M formulation does not require the solution of the Geometric Conservation Law (GCL) to conserve mass on arbitrarily deforming meshes, so long as the iso-parametric mapping is handled properly.
12-14 The most important part of the time-dependent transformation is the inverse-transform matrix of the isoparametric mapping from reference space to physical space, which is shown below for 2D:
where S is the cofactor matrix of J . Utilizing this inverse transformation, we can directly write the transformed system of conservation equations in the non-conservative metric form:
where F ξ and G η are the space-time transformed flux divergence terms from the L-M transformation method,
The above equations guarantee conservation and freestream preservation for the semi-discrete equation, but not necessarily in the fully discrete equations. [12] [13] [14] However, present results show the method performs well enough for general use; if these metric-induced errors become an issue, Abe et al recently described a method of forming consistent symmetric conservative metrics for fully discrete conservation deforming grids.
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To verify that the L-M formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations has been implemented correctly and performs as expected, an order of accuracy test using the isentropic vortex test case described by Ou 15 (with the mesh resized to −5 ≤ x, y ≤ 5) was run in the code FR2D, 16 with the results shown in Figure 9 . For this and all other tests performed throughout this paper, the FR scheme being used is the VCJH scheme associated with c = 0.
9 Although the typical order of convergence of p + 1 is not quite reached for the finer grids, the authors believe that, given the simplicity of its implementation and its freestream-preservation properties, it shows excellent promise for continued work and acceptable accuracy for the current overset-grid test problems, particularly since we are currently concerning ourselves with only rigid-body motion on each grid. Mesh Size L2 Error (Density) Order 10x10
1.4538E-02 -20x20
1.0844E-03 3.7449 40x40
9.2116E-05 3.6511 80x80
1.1481E-05 3.4355
(c) Figure 9 : Order of accuracy for the deforming-mesh isentropic vortex test case described by Ou, P = 3.
VI. Overset FR Update Procedure
To form a fully-functioning overset CFD method, all of the previously-discussed methods must be pieced together into a coherent, consistent whole. For the time being, we will focus on the residual-calculation procedure for the scalar advection or Euler equations; the inclusion of the viscous terms for the full NavierStokes equations is straightforward. In addition, we will be considering the adaption of the method to a general parallel Message Passing Interface (MPI) computing environment, in which each overset grid is distributed among one or more processes (also known as 'ranks'). For simplicity, however, will assume where needed that only one grid may reside on any particular MPI process. We will also ignore several areas for optimization in the following outlined procedure in order to make the basic procedure clearer to follow.
The following is the residual-calculation procedure necessary for each step in any explicit time-stepping scheme. There is some flexibility in the exact placement of several of the steps throughout the procedure; however, the process begins with the usual steps of the FR method: 
VII. Numerical Results
For the purpose of this paper, since we are limiting our cases to involve only two overset grids at any time, any integral quantities over an overset domain are defined as follows:
where Ω is the entire domain and Ω 1 and Ω 2 are the two overlapping grids, such that
All of the following results were obtained using either 1D test codes or the 2D/3D open-source CFD code Flurry, 19 with much of the 2D / 3D overset connectivity being handled by the open-source library Tioga.
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A. 1D Test Cases
As a starting point, the AB + FR overset method described above is applied to the scalar advection equation in 1D:
with the common interface flux being the usual upwind or Lax-Friedrichs flux:
where in this scalar case we simply have f (u) = au. Two 1D overtest domains have been used to test the performance of the described methods; schematic illustrations are shown in Figure 10 . The first domain consists of two static overset grids overlapping in a single region. The second domain consists of a single oscillating 'foreground' grid completely overlapping a static 'background' grid. In this moving overset domain, the foreground grid is used to perform holecutting (blanking) on the background grid, and the blanking is updated at each time step, with local Galerkin projection used for the unblanking process. The foreground grid oscillates with an amplitude of .5m and a frequency of .5Hz. In both cases, the total domain extents are [−π, π]. When using corrected-flux interpolation, enough overlap is kept between the grids during hole-cell tagging such that each grids' donor cells may apply flux corrections from both sides before the overset interpolation procedure.
The test case used on both overset domains is the advection of a single period of a sine wave, with periodic boundaries on the ends of the domains. The initial condition used is U = sin(x) + 1, such that the exact solution is U e = sin(x − t) + 1 and the total integrated 'mass' in the domain is 2π. All error calculations were performed after 5 advection periods (a final time of 10π) using RK4 explicit time-stepping and a CFL of .0139. Figure 11 shows a comparison of L 1 error convergence between single-and overset-grid methods using 3rd-order polynomials for the moving overset domain. Note that for smaller mesh sizes, the error associated with the flux-interpolation method on moving overset grids is identical (to within several significant figures) to that of the static non-overset grid case. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the conservation error (error in total 'mass' of system) vs. time for the same test case, for both interpolation methods on the moving-grid domain. Lastly, Figure 13 shows a comparison for all moving-grid overset methods, for a range of P from 1 − 3. For all values of P , the relative performance of the methods with respect to each other remains essentially the same, with the new corrected-flux interpolation method providing the best results out of all the overset methods, and nearly matching the errors of the single-grid case.
B. Unsteady 2D Test Cases
Several 2D tests have also been performed to verify that the extension of the method to multidimensional problems performs as expected. For all present 2D test cases, the domain setup is as shown in Figure 14 , with Grid 1 remaining static and Grid 2 either remaining static or rigidly translating in a circular pattern. Hole-blanking and unblanking is used in the same manner as the 1D cases. All 2D error integrations are performed using 10 th -order Gauss quadrature rules on quadrilaterals, and 10 th -order quadrature rules on (supermesh) triangles. The first 2D test problem we shall describe is the advection of a Gaussian bump through a periodic domain. The domain extents are [−5, 5] 2 , and the inner grid extents are [−2.51, 2.51]. For the moving-grid cases, the inner grid moves in a circle of radius .5 with a period of 10s. The initial condition is U = e (−x 2 −y 2 ) , and the advection wave-speed vector is chosen to simply be (a x , a y ) = (1, 1). An example from the test case is shown in Figure 15 . Cartesian grids were used, ranging in resolution from 20 × 20 to 320 × 320 for the outer grid, and 15 × 15 to 240 × 240 for the inner grid. For P = 2, the error results are shown in Figure  16 . P = 1 results for the moving cases are included as well, and Figure 17 shows the L2 error results for all static and moving AB cases ran. As in the 1D case, the new corrected-flux method ('AB-F') has the capability of introducing significantly less error than the standard solution-interpolation method ('AB-U'), for both static and moving tests. However, unlike the 1D case, both overset methods still introduce more error than the static, non-overset-grid case. For comparison purposes, more traditional volume-interpolation methods were also applied to the static case, where instead of interpolating data to flux points on artificial boundareis, data was interpolated to solution points on the interior of fringe cells. The volume methods used were direct pointwise interpolation (collocation projection) and LGP. It should be noted that these volume interpolation methods require more overlap than either AB method, as well as requiring interpolation to more points. Interestingly, the AB-U and volume interpolation methods appear to give essentially the same conservation and L 2 error, with the LGP method performing slightly better than direct interpolation, and the AB-U method performing better than both at conservation. Between the two AB methods however, the flux-based method performs better in all cases except for very coarse grids, for which several other methods also show abnormally high error. At the other end of the resolution spectrum, for extremely small h, the error of the moving-grid cases begins to stagnate or even grow. Fortunately, this only seems to occur in cases which are well resolved, far past the amount of resolution which would be applied in a realistic simulation. However, future work will apply Fourier analysis to the issue to gain insight into the error and other properties of these methods. 
C. Steady 2D Test Cases
For an application of the new flux-based AB method to the Euler equations, a setup nearly identical to the Gaussian smooth-bump channel flow case shown by Galbraith 6 has been used. For this test case, instead of focusing on error with respect to an analytical solution, we are instead measuring the net mass-flux through the domain, since the inviscid steady-state solution should be perfectly symmetric, and the inflow should match the outflow. The exact setup of the geometry and boundary conditions is show in Figure 19a . The inflow/outflow conditions are specified such that ρ ∞ = 1 and M ∞ = 0.5, and the top and bottom surfaces are treated as slip-wall boundaries. The chosen common interface flux function is the Rusanov approximate Riemann solver. 21 An example of the converged solution is shown in Figure 19b ; the open-source mesh generator Gmsh 22 is used to generate high-order curved grids. P -multigrid is used, along with a tuned 4-stage RK time-stepping method, to accelerate convergence of all cases. A comparison of the mass-flux error through the domain is shown in Figure 20 . With the exception of one possible outlier point, the new flux-based method appears to perform better at conserving the mass in a bounded domain slightly better than the solution-based approach. Both methods also retain the nominal P + 1 th -order error convergence.
D. 3D Test Cases
The one 3D test case we will show is that of a pulsating/vibrating sphere in inviscid uniform flow, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 21a . The radius of the sphere is a function of time, and the background flow is at a low Mach number in order to reduce compressibility effects. In the case of incompressible flow, the case has an analytical solution which can be derived from potential flow theory; the derivation is provided in Appendix A. Figure 21a shows the setup of the problem, while 21b and 21c show the meshes used in the numerical overset calculation. Second-order (quadratic) hexahedrons were used in both meshes.
To start with, the sphere was run with uniform flow only (no vibration) to ensure that the result would compare well against the analytical solution. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 22 for 4 different grids; the bottom 2 curves are from overset grids (one coarse and one fine), and the top 2 curves are from equivalent single-grid cases. Each point on the chart corresponds to a value from either a flux point or mesh point from the solver. All grids give match the analytical solution reasonably well, although the extrapolation of the quadratic solution polynomials to the edges/corners of the elements on the sphere's surface leads to some unwanted oscillations.
For all vibrating cases, the sphere's radius as a function of time is defined as: Figure 23 shows a comparison of analytical vs. single-and overset-grid numerical solutions for pressure vs. time, at several different locations on the midplane of the sphere (various θ). Similarly, Figure 24 shows surface and contour visualizations of the surface pressure over all θ and time for both single-and overset-grid cases. Note that the single-and overset-grid results are nearly indistinguishable, and match the analytical solution fairly well. However, the analytical solution required a slight phase (time) delay to align to the numerical solutions. It is unclear at this time why the time delay is required, as the numerical results otherwise match the analytical solution quite well. Although the numerical results shown were initialized with uniform flow and some time was required to expel the initial transient waves, starting the simulation from a fully converged steady-state solution instead of uniform flow made no difference in the end result, nor did running the simulation for additional time (up to ∼ 100s). 
VIII. Summary
Recent applications of overset CFD have shown the need for high-order overset methods, particularly high-order unstructured methods for use on near-body grids. Flux Reconstruction (FR), Discontinuous Galerkin (DG), and related methods appear to be a suitable match, providing almost arbitrary orders of accuracy on arbitrary unstructured grids. They are also highly computational efficient, a necessity when developing methods for modern computing architectures such as Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)s and other coprocessor or accelerators. This work has provided a stepping stone towards this end, by applying the FR method to moving and deforming overset grids through the use of the Artificial Boundary approach. Our work shows that the simple AB approach can lead to an efficient, accurate overset method which retains the high order of accuracy seen with the non-overset FR method. Some accuracy appears to be lost when applied to moving and deforming overset grids; however, high orders of accuracy are still attainable, and the Artificial Boundary (AB) methods still outperform volume-interpolation methods in terms of both error and computational cost.
Our first contribution to extending the previously-developed AB method to moving and deforming grids lies in the novel application of supermesh-based Local Galerkin Projection (LGP) systems to the problem of element unblanking. Although unblanking elements using pointwise interpolation of high-order polynomials retains high accuracy, the LGP / supermesh approach provides additional accuracy along with some assurance of scalar conservation. Although numerical quadrature is required to evaluate the integrals in the projection system for each element, our results show that even modest quadrature orders yield much improved conservation errors over direct interpolation.
Second, in addition to the novel application of LGP systems, we also used FR concepts to develop a new flux-based AB method, in which the overset interpolation involves the corrected flux data, rather than the discontinuous solution. Results in 1D and 2D show that, on the whole, the new flux-based method provides equal or greater accuracy in terms of conservation and L 2 error than the solution-based method, both on static and dynamic grids.
Near-term future research will involve applying Fourier analysis (described in detail for basic FR by Vincent, 23 Jameson and others 24, 25 ) to both AB overset methods in order to develop a more theoretical framework around their accuracy and other properties. Viscous problems on moving and deforming grids using both AB methods may also be pursued. Lastly, a possible topic for future work is to extend the supermesh method beyond linear elements to high-order curved meshes, which will require a generalized form of the Sutherland-Hodgman clipping algorithm for non-planar surfaces.
